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Objective
To look at the diversity of the patterns displayed by a range of or-
ganisms, and to seek a simple family of models that adequately de-
scribes all organisms, rather than a well-fitting model for any
particular organism.
Introduction
There has been much research on statistical methods of prospec-
tive outbreak detection that are aimed at identifying unusual clusters
of one syndrome or disease, and some work on multivariate surveil-
lance methods (1). In England and Wales, automated laboratory sur-
veillance of infectious diseases has been undertaken since the early
1990’s. The statistical methodology of this automated system is de-
scribed in (2). However, there has been little research on outbreak
detection methods that are suited to large, multiple surveillance sys-
tems involving thousands of different organisms.
Methods
We obtained twenty years’ data on weekly counts of all infectious
disease organisms reported to the UK’s Health Protection Agency.
We summarized the mean frequencies, trends and seasonality of each
organism using log-linear models. To identify a simple family of
models which adequately represents all organisms, the Poisson
model, the quasi-Poisson model and the negative binomial model
were investigated (3,4). Formal goodness-of-fit tests were not used as
they can be unreliable with sparse data. Adequacy of the models was
empirically studied using the relationships between the mean, vari-
ance and skewness. For this purpose, each data series was first sub-
divided into 41 half-years and de-seasonalized.
Results
Trends and seasonality were summarized by plotting the distribu-
tion of estimated linear trend parameters for 2250 organisms, and
modal seasonal period for 2254 organisms, including those organ-
isms for which the seasonal effect is statistically significant. 
Relationships between mean and variance were summarized as
given in Figure 1. 
Similar plots were used to summarize the relationships between
mean and skewness.
Conclusions
Statistical outbreak detection models must be able to cope with
seasonality and trends. The data analyses suggest that the great ma-
jority of organisms can adequately – though far from perfectly – be
represented by a statistical model in which the variance is propor-
tional to the mean, such as the quasi-Poisson or negative binomial
models.
Figure 1. Relationships between mean and variance. (top) Histogram of the
slopes of the best fit lines for 1001 organisms; the value 1 corresponds to the
quasi-Poisson model; (bottom) log of variance plotted against log of mean
for one organism. The full line is the best fit to the points; the dashed line
corresponds to the quasi-Poisson model; the dotted line corresponds to the
Poisson model.
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